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The topology of nilpotent representations in reductive groups
and their maximal compact subgroups

MAXIME BERGERON

Let G be a complex reductive linear algebraic group and let K �G be a maximal
compact subgroup. Given a nilpotent group � generated by r elements, we consider
the representation spaces Hom.�;G/ and Hom.�;K / with the natural topology
induced from an embedding into Gr and Kr respectively. The goal of this paper is to
prove that there is a strong deformation retraction of Hom.�;G/ onto Hom.�;K / .
We also obtain a strong deformation retraction of the geometric invariant theory
quotient Hom.�;G/==G onto the ordinary quotient Hom.�;K /=K .

20G20; 55P99, 20G05

1 Introduction

Let � be a group generated by r elements and let G be a complex linear algebraic group.
Since a representation of � in G is uniquely determined by the image of a generating
set, the space Hom.�;G/ of homomorphisms �W �!G can be realized as an affine
algebraic set carved out of Gr by the relations of � . It is well known and otherwise
easy to see that this geometric structure is independent of the chosen presentation of � .
As a complex variety, Hom.�;G/ admits a natural Hausdorff topology obtained from
an embedding into affine space. If K is a maximal compact subgroup of G , we can then
endow Hom.�;K / � Hom.�;G/ with the subspace Hausdorff topology. Although
in general these topological spaces may be quite different, in this paper we show that
when � is nilpotent and G is reductive they are actually homotopy equivalent:

Theorem I Let � be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let G be the group of
complex or real points of a (possibly disconnected) reductive linear algebraic group,
defined over R in the latter case. If K is any maximal compact subgroup of G ,
then there is a (K–equivariant) strong deformation retraction of Hom.�;G/ onto
Hom.�;K /. In particular, Hom.�;G/ and Hom.�;K / are homotopy equivalent.

The assumption that G be reductive in Theorem I is necessary. Combining ideas of
Mal 0cev and Dyer, one can produce a (nilpotent) lattice � in a unipotent Lie group U
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1384 Maxime Bergeron

for which the space Hom.�;U / is disconnected. Viewing U as an algebraic group
and keeping in mind that a maximal compact subgroup K � U is necessarily trivial,
we see that the inclusion Hom.�;K / ,! Hom.�;U / is not even a bijection of �0 . A
complete discussion of this example will be given in the appendix. Similarly, Theorem I
does not hold for arbitrary � : if � � SL2C is a cocompact lattice, then Mostow
rigidity shows that the tautological representation � ,! SL2C lies in a component
of Hom.�;SL2C/ that is disjoint from Hom.�;SU2/. Once again the inclusion
Hom.�;K / ,! Hom.�;G/ is not a bijection of �0 .

There is also an interesting contrast between the real and complex cases of Theorem I.
For instance, while nilpotent subgroups of OC

n;1
R (the group of isometries of hyperbolic

n–space) are all virtually abelian, this is far from being true in GLnR. Nevertheless,
OnR is a maximal compact subgroup of both GLnR and OC

n;1
R so Theorem I shows

that Hom.�;OC
n;1

R/ and Hom.�;GLnR/ are homotopy equivalent. This kind of
example does not occur in the complex case because complex reductive linear algebraic
groups are determined by their maximal compact subgroups.

It should be mentioned at this point that Theorem I has two predecessors. When �
is an abelian group, it is due to Pettet and Souto [24] and when � is an expanding
nilpotent group (cf appendix) it is due to Lior Silberman and Juan Souto. While these
authors used homotopy-theoretic methods, in this paper we rely on algebraic geometry
instead. In particular, even in the case where � D Zr our proof is completely new.
One of the advantages of this approach, coming from geometric invariant theory, is
that the corresponding result for the character variety Hom.�;G/==G follows from the
proof of Theorem I:

Theorem II Let � be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let G be the group of
complex or real points of a (possibly disconnected) reductive linear algebraic group,
defined over R in the latter case. If K � G is any maximal compact subgroup, then
there is a strong deformation retraction of the character variety Hom.�;G/==G onto
Hom.�;K /=K .

When � is abelian, Theorem II is a recent result of Florentino and Lawton [9] (following
up on their previous work for free groups in [8]) and we refer the reader to their paper
for various applications. The main tools from geometric invariant theory used to prove
Theorem I and Theorem II are the Kempf–Ness theorem and the Neeman–Schwarz
theorem. More precisely, for � and G as in Theorem I, we embed Hom.�;G/ into
the complex vector space

Lr
jD1 MnC equipped with the Frobenius norm. Following

Richardson, we then denote by M the set of representations that are of minimal norm
within their G –orbit, the so-called Kempf–Ness set of Hom.�;G/. Our main technical
result characterizes this set when � is nilpotent:
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Theorem III Let G � SLnC be a complex reductive linear algebraic group and
suppose that K D G \ SUn � G is a maximal compact subgroup. If � is a finitely
generated nilpotent group and M denotes the Kempf–Ness set of the G–subvariety
Hom.�;G/�

Lr
jD1 MnC equipped with the Frobenius norm, then

MD f� 2 Hom.�;G/ W �.�/ consists of normal matricesg:

Here it is worth noting that the nilpotency assumption on � is necessary; indeed,
Theorem III is false for the solvable group Z Ì Z=4Z (cf Section 4.2). Since the
Neeman–Schwarz theorem provides us with a retraction of Hom.�;G/ onto M, in
order to deduce Theorem I from Theorem III it remains to deform representations
of normal matrices into representations of unitary matrices. This is accomplished by
scaling eigenvalues. Finally, Theorem II is a consequence of Theorem III after applying
a corollary of the Kempf–Ness theorem.

1.1 Historical remarks and applications

In the coarsest terms, this paper is concerned with the geometric classification of
representations of finitely generated groups. Classically, this subject finds its roots in
Poincaré’s work on monodromy groups of linear homogeneous equations and geometric
invariant theory. More recently, the study of representation varieties has had impacts in
a variety of contexts and we mention here but a few.

From a first point of view, the geometry of representation varieties can be used to
deduce algebraic information about the representation theory of a group. For instance,
Lubotzky and Magid [17] obtained such information for the GLnC representations
of a finitely generated group � by using Weil’s results on the Zariski tangent space
of Hom.�;GLnC/. Incidentally, these techniques were most effective when � was
assumed to be nilpotent, partly because this ensured a special vanishing property of its
first group cohomology.

One can also study representation varieties from a purely differential-geometric point of
view. Here, when � is the fundamental group of a smooth manifold M , Hom.�;K /

can be identified with the space of pointed flat connections on principal K–bundles
over M . These spaces lie at the intersection of various fields, including gauge theory
and symplectic geometry, as illustrated for surfaces in Jeffrey’s survey [13]. More
precisely, there is a natural conjugation action of K on Hom.�;K / and the quo-
tient Hom.�;K /=K corresponds to the moduli space of flat connections on principal
K–bundles over M . In the case where M is compact and Kähler, the geometric
invariant theory quotient Hom.�;G/==G corresponds to the moduli space of polystable
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G–bundles over M via the Narasimhan–Seshadri theorem (see Narasimhan and Se-
shadri [21] and Simpson [30]). By and large, these so-called character varieties have
attracted a lot of attention lately as shown in Sikora’s survey [29, Section 11] and the
references therein.

More topologically, the work in supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory and mirror sym-
metry of Witten in [31; 32] sparked an interest in the connected components of free
abelian representation varieties as seen in Kac and Smilga [14] and Borel, Friedman
and Morgan [4]. Here, there has been much recent development in the study of higher
topological invariants stemming from work of Ádem and Cohen [1] in the compact case.
Prior to Pettet and Souto’s result [24], most known topological invariants concerned
spaces of representations into compact groups; it was their deformation retraction which
allowed many of these results to be extended to representations into reductive groups.
We briefly indicate how this strategy works in the nilpotent case, referring the reader to
[24] for more applications of this type.

Suppose for the sake of concreteness that � is a torsion free nilpotent group and G

is a complex reductive linear algebraic group with a given maximal compact sub-
group K � G . Denote by Hom.�;K /1 the connected component of Hom.�;K /

containing the trivial representations. In [10], Gómez, Pettet and Souto compute that
�1.Hom.Zr ;K /1/Š �1.K/

r and use the retraction constructed in [24] to conclude
that �1.Hom.Zr ;G/1/Š �1.G/

r . It is not hard to see in our case that Hom.�;K /1
coincides with the representations factoring through the abelianization of � lying in
the component of the trivial representation. These observations can be combined with
Theorem I to compute that �1.Hom.�;G/1/Š �1.G/

rank H1.�IZ/ . The topology of
Hom.�;K / is analyzed further in Bergeron and Silberman [2].

1.2 Outline of the paper

We begin in Section 2 by establishing some notation and refreshing the reader’s memory
with some basic facts about algebraic groups. Then, in Section 3, we introduce the main
technical tools from Kempf–Ness theory that we shall need. After these preliminaries,
we begin working with representation varieties in Section 4 where we prove Theorem III.
Then, in Section 5, we show how eigenvalues can be scaled to complete the proof of
Theorem I in the complex case. Finally, in Section 6, we show how the proof carries
over to the real case and we prove Theorem II.

Acknowledgements The author wishes to thank Lior Silberman for crucial conver-
sations about algebraic groups and nilpotent groups. He would also like to thank
Alejandro Ádem, Galo Higuera Rojo, Justin Martel, Alexandra Pettet, Tali Pinsky and
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Zinovy Reichstein for carefully listening to his various rambles. Most importantly, the
author wishes to thank Juan Souto for introducing him to the topology of representation
varieties and suggesting that he should explore the algebro-geometric approach. This
paper would not have been possible without the many insightful conversations they
had together.

2 Algebraic groups

In this preliminary section, we refresh the reader’s memory with some basic facts
about linear algebraic groups, referring to Borel’s book [3] for the details. In his own
words: According to one’s taste about naturality and algebraic geometry, it is possible
to give several definitions of linear algebraic groups. Here, we will favor a concrete
and slightly pedestrian approach since it is all that we shall need. There is only one
possibly nonstandard result, Lemma 2.3.

2.1 A crash course

An affine algebraic group is an affine variety endowed with a group law for which the
group operations are morphisms of varieties, ie polynomial maps. For our purposes,
an algebraic group G shall mean the group of complex (or real) points of an affine
algebraic group (defined over R in the latter case) and an affine variety shall mean an
affine algebraic set, ie the zero locus of a family of complex polynomials. It turns out
that affine algebraic groups are linear so we will always identify them with a Zariski
closed subgroup of SLnC .

Remark We shall have the occasion to consider two different topologies on varieties
and their subsets, the classical Hausdorff topology and the Zariski topology. Unless
we specify otherwise, all references to topological concepts will refer to the Hausdorff
topology. For instance, a closed set is closed in the Hausdorff topology and a Zariski
closed set is closed in the Zariski topology.

Let G � SLnC be an algebraic group.

(1) We say that a subgroup L is an algebraic subgroup of G if it is Zariski closed.
Since an arbitrary subgroup H of G is not necessarily algebraic, we often pass
from H to its algebraic closure A.H /. It turns out that A.H / is simultaneously
the Zariski closure of H in G and the intersection of all algebraic subgroups of
G containing H . This same procedure can be applied when H is a subset of G .
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(2) We say that G is connected if it is connected in the Zariski topology. Much
of the behavior of G is governed by the connected component of its identity
element, which we denote by Gı . This is always a normal algebraic subgroup
of finite index in G . The following theorem due to Mostow [20] indicates one
of the many rôles played by Gı ; it shall be used several times in this paper.

Theorem 2.1 (Conjugacy theorem) An algebraic group G contains a maximal com-
pact subgroup and all such subgroups are conjugate by elements of Gı .

(3) Lastly, since G is a smooth variety, it has a well-defined tangent space at the
identity that we denote by g. The Lie algebra of G is the set g endowed with
the usual Lie algebra structure and bracket operation on derivations.

2.2 Jordan decomposition

Let V be a finite-dimensional complex vector space and recall the following elementary
definitions from linear algebra; an endomorphism � of V is said to be:

(1) Nilpotent if �n D 0 for some n 2N .
(2) Unipotent if � � Id is nilpotent.
(3) Semisimple if V is spanned by eigenvectors of � .

If G � SLnC is an algebraic group, we say that g 2G is semisimple (resp. unipotent)
if it is semisimple (resp. unipotent) as an endomorphism of Cn . One can show that
this definition does not depend on the chosen embedding of G in SLnC . In fact, we
have the following useful theorem:

Jordan decomposition theorem Let G be a linear algebraic group.
(1) If g 2G then there are unique elements gs and gu in G so that gs is semisimple,

gu is unipotent and g D gsgu D gugs .
(2) If 'W G ! G0 is a morphism of algebraic groups, then '.g/s D '.gs/ and

'.g/u D '.gu/.

We denote the set of all unipotent (resp. semisimple) elements of G by Gu (resp. Gs ).
Although the set Gs is seldom Zariski closed, Gu is always a Zariski closed subset of G

contained in Gı . In fact, we say that an algebraic group G is unipotent if G D Gu .
We can now define the class of algebraic groups that we will be most concerned with
in this paper:

Definition The unipotent radical of an algebraic group G is its maximal connected
normal unipotent subgroup. An algebraic group G is said to be reductive if its unipotent
radical is trivial.

Example The classical groups are all reductive, eg SLnC , GLnC and SpnC .
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2.3 Nilpotent algebraic groups

Let A and B be any subgroups of G and denote by ŒA;B� the commutator subgroup
of G generated by elements of the form aba�1b�1 , a 2 A and b 2 B . The lower
central series of G is defined inductively by the rule

G DWG.0/ D ŒG;G.0/�DWG.1/ D ŒG;G.1/�DWG.2/ D � � �D ŒG;G.n/�DWG.nC1/ D � � �

and one says that G is nilpotent if for some n� 0 we have G.n/D feg. This definition
makes sense in the context of algebraic groups since all of the groups in the lower central
series are algebraic, ie Zariski closed. In fact, we have the following classification
result, which may be found in Borel [3, III.10.6]:

Proposition 2.2 Let G be an algebraic group and recall that we denote its subset
of semisimple (resp. unipotent) elements by Gs (resp. Gu ). If G is connected and
nilpotent, then Gs and Gu are algebraic subgroups of G and G ŠGs �Gu .

We end this subsection with a structural result that will be useful later on. Although it
may be known to the experts, we provide a proof since we were unable to find it in the
literature.

Lemma 2.3 If N is a (possibly disconnected) nilpotent reductive algebraic group,
then:

(1) N consists of semisimple elements.

(2) N has a unique maximal compact subgroup.

(3) The connected component N ı is contained in the center of N .

The following argument was shown to us by Lior Silberman.

Proof Recall from Proposition 2.2 that the connected component of a nilpotent
algebraic group admits a direct product decomposition N ı DN ıs �N ıu . Since N ı is
reductive, N ıu must be trivial and N ı D N ıs consists of semisimple elements. The
proof of claim .1/ is then completed by observing that Nu �N ı . Moreover, assuming
for the moment that N ı is central in N , claim .2/ follows at once from the conjugacy
theorem, Theorem 2.1.

It remains to prove that N ı is central in N . To do so, it suffices to show that the adjoint
action [3, Chapter I.3.13] of N on its Lie algebra n is trivial. Seeking a contradiction,
suppose that Ad.g/ acts nontrivially on n for some g 2N . Since g is semisimple, the
Jordan decomposition theorem ensures that Ad.g/ is semisimple and must therefore
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have an eigenvalue �¤ 1. If X 2 n is an eigenvector of Ad.g/ corresponding to �,
we have that

Œg; exp.tX /�D getX g�1e�tX
D eAd.g/.tX /�tX

D et.��1/X :

As such, the iterated commutators Œg; Œg; Œg; : : : ; Œg; Œg; eX � � � � � � � � are all non-trivial
and the lower central series of N does not terminate in finitely many steps. This is a
contradiction.

2.4 Complex reductive algebraic groups

One of the advantages of working over C is the strong relation between reductive
groups and their maximal compact subgroups. We illustrate this by following the
treatment in Schwarz [28].

Given a compact Lie group K , the Peter–Weyl theorem provides a faithful embedding
K ,! GLnR for some n. Identifying K with its image realizes it as a real algebraic
subgroup of GLnR. We then define the complexification G WDKC to be the vanishing
locus in GLnC of the ideal defining K . The group G is a complex algebraic group
that is independent up to isomorphism of the embedding provided by the Peter–Weyl
theorem. The following properties of complexifications of compact Lie groups are well
known (see, for instance, Onishchik and Vinberg [23, Chapter 5]):

(1) The Lie algebra g of G has a natural splitting in terms of the Lie algebra k

of K :
gD k˚ ik:

(2) The group K is a maximal compact subgroup of G . Moreover, it is Zariski
dense in G , ie A.K/DG .

(3) G DK � exp.ik/ŠK � exp.ik/, where Š is a diffeomorphism. (Contracting
exp.ik/ is one way to see that K ,!G is a homotopy equivalence.)

Example Viewing SUn as a compact Lie group, we can realize it as a real algebraic
subgroup of GL2nR. In this case, the complexification of SUn is isomorphic to
SLnC � GL2nC .

Remark The decomposition G DK � exp.ik/ is often called the polar decomposition.
Indeed, for any linear realization G � SLnC , it is a theorem of Mostow [20] that for
some m2SLnC the corresponding polar decomposition of mGm�1�SLnC coincides
with the usual polar decomposition in SLnC . We shall use this decomposition several
times in the proof of our main theorem.
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As one might suspect, the following theorem holds [23, Chapter 5, Section 2]:

Theorem 2.4 A complex linear algebraic group is reductive if and only if it is the
complexification of a compact Lie group.

3 Algebraic actions

Let V be a complex vector space and suppose that the complex reductive algebraic
group G is contained in GL.V /. The goal of this preliminary section is to study the
algebraic and topological structures of a variety X � V that is stable under the action
of G � GL.V /. This will lead us to the main known result used in our proof: the
Neeman–Schwarz theorem.

In keeping with the general spirit of this paper, recall that we favor a concrete approach
to algebraic groups. As such, we also adopt the following concrete point of view
for algebraic actions. A G–variety is a variety X � V acted upon algebraically by
G � GL.V /. Recall that the orbit of x 2X , denoted G �x , is the set of all g �x with
g 2G . A G–subvariety of X is then a G –variety Y �X � V such that G �y � Y for
every y 2 Y . If X and Y are G –varieties, a morphism ˛W X ! Y is G –equivariant
if ˛.g �x/D g �˛.x/.

Remark There is no real loss of generality in our concrete approach to G –varieties.
Indeed, any affine variety endowed with a reductive algebraic group action is equiv-
ariantly isomorphic to a closed G –subvariety of a finite-dimensional complex vector
space (see, for instance, Brion [5, Proposition 1.9]).

3.1 Geometric invariant theory

Once a variety has been equipped with an algebraic group action, one might be tempted
to take quotients. Unfortunately, a naive construction of the quotient fails to produce
a variety because the orbits of points are not always closed. Informally, geometric
invariant theory remedies this situation by altering the quotient and gluing “bad orbits”
together. What follows is intended to be a brief reminder of this construction; the reader
unfamiliar with these concepts is invited to consult Brion [5] for the details.

Let X be a G –variety and recall that this endows the ring of regular functions CŒX �
with a natural action of G . One would expect that the ring of regular functions of the
quotient of X by G should correspond to those functions in CŒX � that are invariant
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under G . Indeed, we define the affine geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotient as the
corresponding affine variety which we denote by

X==G WD Specm.CŒX �G/:

The topological space underlying X==G has a nice description of independent interest.
The key observation here is that the closure of every G –orbit contains a unique closed
orbit. Consequently, points of X==G correspond bijectively with the closed G –orbits.
In fact, if we denote the set of closed G –orbits by X==top G and consider the quotient
map � W X!X==top G sending x 2X to the unique closed orbit in G �x , then X==top G

(equipped with the quotient topology) is homeomorphic to X==G .

Remark This so-called topological Hilbert quotient X==top G was investigated by
Luna in [18] and [19] to understand the orbit space of real and complex algebraic group
actions. In particular, he showed that X==top G is the universal quotient in the category
of Hausdorff spaces and in the category of complex analytic varieties.

Definition Let X be a G –variety. A point x 2X is said to be polystable if its orbit
G �x �X is Zariski closed. Since G �x is (Zariski) open in its (Zariski) closure, this
is equivalent to requiring that G �x be closed in the Hausdorff topology. We denote
the set of polystable points of X by Xps .

Example Let us consider the simple case where G acts on itself by inner automor-
phisms. Since our definition of a G –variety requires an ambient vector space, we think
of G as a G–subvariety of the complex vector space of n� n matrices G �MnC
where G acts on MnC by conjugation. In this setting, it is well known that x 2G is
polystable if and only if x is semisimple.

Similarly, we can consider the diagonal action of G on Gr given by g �.x1; : : : ;xr / WD

.gx1g�1; : : : ;gxr g�1/. Here, Richardson [26, Theorem 3.6] generalized the previous
characterization of polystability. The following theorem will play an important part in
the proof of Theorem III in Section 4.2.

Richardson’s theorem Let G be a complex reductive linear algebraic group. For
every tuple .x1; : : : ;xn/ 2 Gn , denote by A.x1; : : : ;xn/ the algebraic subgroup of
G generated by the elements fx1; : : : ;xng. If we consider the diagonal action of G

on Gn by inner automorphisms, then .x1; : : : ;xn/ 2 Gn is polystable if and only if
A.x1; : : : ;xn/ is reductive.
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3.2 The Kempf–Ness theorem

Let us now consider the entire complex vector space V as a G –variety via the algebraic
inclusion G � GL.V /. If K �G is a maximal compact subgroup, there is no loss of
generality in assuming that V is equipped with a K–invariant Hermitian inner product.
It turns out that the associated norm k � k on V sheds a lot of light on its polystable
points. Indeed, one can determine if a vector v 2 V is polystable by understanding how
its length changes as we move along its orbit G � v . This variation in norm is captured
by the Kempf–Ness function which is defined for every v 2 V by the rule

(3-1) ‰vW G!R; g 7! kg � vk2:

Kempf and Ness [15, Theorem 0.2–0.3] used the convexity of these functions to
formulate a simple characterization of polystability:

Kempf–Ness theorem Let G � GL.V / and suppose that V is endowed with a K–
invariant norm as above. If X � V is a G –subvariety, then:

(1) The point x 2X is polystable if and only if ‰x has a critical point.

(2) All critical points of ‰x are minima.

Moreover, if ‰x.e/ is a minimum then K �x D fy 2G �x W kyk D kxkg.

With this theorem in mind, we can state the most important definition of this paper.
As above, let G � GL.V /, where V is endowed with a K–invariant norm. Then the
Kempf–Ness set of V is defined as the Minimal vectors

(3-2) MV WD fv 2 V W kg � vk � kvk for all g 2Gg:

Note that the Kempf–Ness theorem ensures that MV � V ps and, although V ps is
an intrinsically defined subset of V , MV depends on the choice of the invariant
norm on V . If X � V is a G–subvariety, we define the Kempf–Ness set of X as
MX WDMV \X .

The primary reason for calling the collection of minimal vectors the “Kempf–Ness set”
is the following corollary [28, Corollary 4.7] of the Kempf–Ness theorem. It allows
GIT quotients to be topologically represented via ordinary quotients and will play a
rôle in the proof of Theorem II.

Corollary 3.1 The geometric invariant theory quotient X==G is homeomorphic (in
the Hausdorff topology) to the ordinary quotient MX =K .

Remark Whenever the Kempf–Ness set under consideration is clear from the context
we shall omit the subscript and refer to it simply as M.
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3.3 The Neeman–Schwarz theorem

As above, let G �GL.V / act on the complex vector space V and suppose the latter is
endowed with a K–invariant norm k � k. The following theorem [28, Theorem 5.1] is
the key known result used in the proof of our main theorems.

Neeman–Schwarz theorem Let the complex vector space V be a G –variety endowed
with a K–invariant norm. If M denotes the Kempf–Ness set of V , then there is a
K–equivariant strong deformation retraction of V onto M that preserves G –orbits.

More precisely, there is a map 'W V � Œ0; 1�! V with the following properties:

(1) '0 D IdV , 't jM D IdM , '1.V /DM.

(2) 't .v/ 2G � v for 0� t < 1.

(3) '1.v/ 2G � v .

For our purposes, the following corollary shall be most important:

Corollary 3.2 Let X be a G–subvariety of V and recall that MX WD M \ X .
Restricting ' , we obtain a K–equivariant strong deformation retraction of X onto MX .

Remark Initially, Neeman [22, Theorem 2.1] had proved that there was a strong
deformation retraction of V onto a neighborhood of M. To do so, following a
suggestion of Mumford, he considered the negative gradient flow of a function assigning
to each v 2 V the “size” of the differential .d‰v/e . However, he believed that the
local flow could be extended to a retraction of V onto M and conjectured a functional
inequality that would allow him to do so. Later, he realized that this was in fact a
special case of an inequality due to Lojasiewicz [16]. Finally a complete account of the
proof of the Neeman–Schwarz theorem was given by Schwarz in [28, Theorem 5.1].

Remark Although we have been working over C , Kempf–Ness theory was ex-
tended to the real setting by Richardson and Slodowy. For example, in the case of
Richardson’s theorem it is shown in Richardson [26, Theorem 11.4] that .x1; : : : ;xn/2

G.R/n is polystable for the action of G.R/ if and only if .x1; : : : ;xn/ 2 Gn is
polystable for the action of G . For the Kempf–Ness theorem, its corollary and the
Neeman–Schwarz theorem, it is shown in Richardson and Slodowy [27] that the same
results hold when one replaces G by its group of real points G.R/. This will be
elaborated upon in Section 6 when we prove the real case of Theorem I.
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4 The representation variety

Let � be a finitely generated group and let G be a complex reductive linear algebraic
group. In a coarse sense, this paper is concerned with the finite-dimensional representa-
tion theory of � in G . When � is finite, this essentially reduces to the correspondence
between linear representations and characters due to Frobenius. When � is infinite,
the analogue of character theory is the parametrization of representations by geometric
varieties. In this section, we study the topology of such varieties.

In order to endow the space Hom.�;G/ of homomorphisms �W �!G with a geometric
structure, it is convenient to work with a fixed generating set 1; : : : ; r of � . Since any
representation �W �!G is uniquely determined by the image �.i/ of its generators,
the evaluation map

(4-1) Hom.�;G/!G � � � � �G DGr ; � 7! .�.1/; : : : ; �.r //

is a bijection between Hom.�;G/ and a Zariski closed subset of Gr carved out by
the relations of � . It is well known (see, for instance, Lubotzky and Magid [17])
and otherwise easy to see that the geometric structure induced on Hom.�;G/ by this
bijection does not depend on the chosen presentation of � .

Remark With the hope that no confusion will arise, we denote elements of Hom.�;G/
by � when we consider them as homomorphisms and by tuples .m1; : : : ;mr / when
we identify them with points in Gr .

The action of G on itself by conjugation induces a diagonal action of G on the variety
Hom.�;G/�Gr . Explicitly, this action is given by the rule

G �Hom.�;G/! Hom.�;G/; g � .m1; : : : ;mr / WD .gm1g�1; : : : ;gmr g�1/:

Since two representations are in the same G –orbit when their image differs by a change
of basis, one is often interested in classifying them modulo the action of G . This can
be done by considering the geometric invariant theory quotient Hom.�;G/==G , which
happens to parametrize isomorphism classes of completely reducible representations.
Describing these varieties geometrically might be viewed as analogous to determining
the characters of a finite group.

As an affine variety, Hom.�;G/ also inherits a natural Hausdorff topology given from
an embedding into affine space. In fact, it coincides with the subspace topology of
Hom.�;G/ � Gr when G is viewed as a Lie group. If K � G is any subgroup,
there is a natural inclusion Hom.�;K / ,!Hom.�;G/ so we endow Hom.�;K / with
the subspace topology. Theorem I states that under certain assumptions there is a
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deformation retraction of Hom.�;G/ onto Hom.�;K /. The goal of this section is to
show how the algebro-geometric tools developed in the previous section can be used in
this setting.

4.1 The Frobenius norm

Let G be a (possibly disconnected) complex reductive linear algebraic group and let
K�G be a maximal compact subgroup. In this subsection, we complete an intermediate
step in the proof of Theorem I by showing how the Neeman–Schwarz theorem can
be applied to Hom.�;G/. Keeping with the general spirit of this paper, instead of
working abstractly with our algebraic group G , we choose a matrix representation
G ,! SLnC for which K DG \SUn .

In order to apply the algebro-geometric results from Section 3, we need to endow
Hom.�;G/ with the structure of an affine G –variety. To do this, consider G � SLnC
as a variety in the vector space MnC of n� n complex matrices. Using the natural
identifications arising from the evaluation map (4-1), we can realize Hom.�;G/ as an
embedded variety

Hom.�;G/�Gr
�

rM
jD1

MnC:

Once this has been done, the diagonal action of G � SLnC on
Lr

jD1 MnC by
simultaneous conjugation endows Hom.�;G/ with the structure of a G –subvariety of
the vector space

Lr
jD1 MnC ŠCrn2

.

In this setting, there is a prototypical K–invariant norm on
Lr

jD1 MnC . Recall that
the vector space MnC admits a natural Hermitian inner product called the Frobenius
inner product (see, for instance, Horn and Johnson [12, Chapter 5]). If we denote
the adjoint of a matrix a by a� WD a t , then this inner product is defined by ha; bi WD
trace.a�b/ for a; b 2MnC . It is easy to check that for any unitary matrix u 2 Un we
have huau�1;ubu�1i D ha; bi. The Frobenius inner product can then be extended
“coordinate-wise” to

Lr
jD1 MnC by the rule

h.a1; : : : ; ar /; .b1; : : : ; br /i WD

rX
jD1

haj ; bj i

and the associated norm on
Lr

jD1 MnC is unitary invariant (and therefore K–invariant).

Remark We henceforth refer to the K–invariant norm described above as the Frobe-
nius norm of the G –variety Hom.�;G/�

Lr
jD1 MnC .
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Once it has been equipped with this additional structure, we can define the Kempf–Ness
set M of Hom.�;G/ as in Section 3.3 to be those representations that are of minimal
norm within their G–orbit. The Neeman–Schwarz theorem now provides us with a
K–equivariant deformation retraction of Hom.�;G/ onto M.

4.2 The Kempf–Ness set

In order to fruitfully apply the Neeman–Schwarz theorem to Hom.�;G/, we need to
understand the target of the retraction it provides. For a general group � , eg, if � is a
free group, explicitly determining the Kempf–Ness set of Hom.�;G/ appears to be a
hopeless task. This is why we henceforth let � be a finitely generated nilpotent group.
In this case, the Kempf–Ness set admits a very nice description:

Theorem III Let G � SLnC be a complex reductive algebraic group and suppose
that K DG \ SUn �G is a maximal compact subgroup. If � is a finitely generated
nilpotent group and M denotes the Kempf–Ness set of the G –subvariety Hom.�;G/�Lr

jD1 MnC equipped with the Frobenius norm, then

MD f� 2 Hom.�;G/ W �.�/ consists of normal matricesg:

The proof of Theorem III relies on two lemmas. Before diving into the heart of the
matter, we refresh the reader’s memory with some elementary linear algebra. Recall that
a matrix m 2MnC is normal if mm� Dm�m or, equivalently, V has an orthogonal
basis of eigenvectors of m. The following well-known1 characterization of normal
matrices follows from the unitary invariance of the Frobenius norm k � k of MnC and
the Schur triangularization theorem.

Lemma 4.1 If �1; : : : ; �n denote the eigenvalues of the matrix m 2MnC , then

kmk2 �

nX
jD1

j�j j
2:

Moreover, equality holds if and only if m is a normal matrix.

Our second lemma concerns the images of certain representations of � in G :

Lemma 4.2 Let G � SLnC be a reductive algebraic group and suppose that K D

G \ SUn is a maximal compact subgroup of G . If N � G is a nilpotent reductive
algebraic subgroup, then there is some g 2 G for which gNg�1 consists of normal
matrices.

1We invite the intrigued reader to consult Grone, Johnson, Sa and Wolkowicz [11], where this is the
53rd (out of 70!) characterization of normality.
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Proof Recall from Lemma 2.3 that a reductive nilpotent algebraic group N has a
unique maximal compact subgroup C . Since C is contained in a maximal compact
subgroup of G and all such groups are conjugate in G , there is some g 2G for which
gCg�1 �K . We can therefore assume (after conjugating by g ) that N �G � SLnC
and C �K � SUn .

Being a reductive algebraic group, N is the complexification of C . Thus, it admits a
polar decomposition (cf Section 2.4):

N D C � exp.ic/' C � exp.ic/;

where exp.ic/�N ı is central in N by Lemma 2.3. This shows that any matrix m2N

can be written uniquely as a product mD k � h for some unitary k 2 C and Hermitian
h 2 exp.ic/. Since unitary and Hermitian matrices are normal and since the product of
two commuting normal matrices is normal, N consists of normal matrices.

The first lemma is used to show that normal representations are critical points of
the Kempf–Ness functions so they belong to the Kempf–Ness set. Then the second
lemma shows that polystable representations become normal after conjugation so the
Kempf–Ness set consists exclusively of normal representations. More precisely:

Proof of Theorem III Let � 2 Hom.�;G/ and consider the corresponding tuple

.m1; : : : ;mr / WD .�.1/; : : : ; �.r //�Gr :

If mj is a normal matrix for each 1� j � r , then Lemma 4.1 ensures that

k.m1; : : : ;mr /k � k.gm1g�1; : : : ;gmr g�1/k

for any g 2G . Consequently, the representation � is in M; this shows that

M� f� W �.j / is normal for 1� j � rg � f� W �.�/ consists of normal matricesg:

We now show that the three sets coincide. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that
� 2M � Hom.�;G/ps is a representation whose image doesn’t consist of normal
matrices. Recall that Richardson’s theorem characterizes polystable points in Gr for the
conjugation action of G as those tuples .m1; : : : ;mr / for which A.m1; : : : ;mr /�G

is reductive. Therefore, the Zariski closure of the image of our representation

N WDA.�.�//DA.�.1/; : : : ; �.r //

is a reductive nilpotent algebraic subgroup of G . But then, Lemma 4.2 produces an
element g 2G for which gNg�1 consists of normal matrices and, by Lemma 4.1, this
contradicts the assumption that � was of minimal norm within its G –orbit.
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Example While it is more or less clear that if we replace � by a free group then M
does not consist of normal representations (see, for instance, Florentino–Lawton [9,
Remark 3.2]), it may be somewhat surprising that this already fails to be the case when
� is solvable. To see this, consider the solvable group � WD Z Ì Z=4Z generated by
the elements .1; 0/, .0; 1/ and .1; 1/. For this generating set, an obvious representation
� 2 Hom.�;SL2C/ is given by mapping

.1; 0/ 7!

�
� 0

0 ��1

�
; .0; 1/ 7!

�
0 1

�1 0

�
and .1; 1/ 7!

�
0 �

���1 0

�
;

where j�j ¤ 1; 0. A simple computation shows that � lies in the Kempf–Ness set while
the matrix �.1; 1/ fails to be normal. This example was shown to us by Lior Silberman.

5 The scaling operation

In the previous section, we determined the Kempf–Ness set of the representation variety
Hom.�;G/. To complete the proof of Theorem I in the complex case, we seek a
deformation retraction of this set onto Hom.�;K /. The goal of this section is to show
that scaling eigenvalues does the trick.

5.1 Scaling eigenvalues

Following Pettet and Souto [24], we define an eigenvalue scaling operator on the
semisimple elements of an algebraic group. Let Dn denote the diagonal subgroup of
SLnC , identified in the usual way with a subgroup of .C�/n . Consider the map

z� W Œ0; 1��Dn!Dn; .t; .�i// 7! z�t ..�i// WD .e
�t log j�i j�i/;

where log. � / denotes the standard real logarithm. Notice that z� is continuous, equivari-
ant under the action of the Weyl group, and that z�0.g/D g while z�1.g/ 2Dn\SUn

for all g 2Dn .

Given now a semisimple element g 2 SLnC , there is some h 2 SLnC for which
hgh�1 2Dn . Since z� is invariant under the Weyl group, we see that for all t 2 Œ0; 1�

the element
�t .g/ WD h�1

z�t .hgh�1/h

is independent of the choice of h. In particular, we obtain a well defined scaling map

(5-1) � W Œ0; 1�� .SLnC/s! .SLnC/s; .t;g/ 7! �t .g/;

where .SLnC/s denotes the set of semisimple elements in SLnC . This map preserves
commutativity and scales the eigenvalues of the semisimple elements of SLnC until
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they land in a subgroup conjugate to SUn . Using this map, the following lemma is
proved in [24, Section 8.3]:

Lemma 5.1 (Pettet–Souto) If G is any linear algebraic group and K � G is a
maximal compact subgroup, then there is a G –equivariant continuous map

� W Œ0; 1��Gs!Gs; .t;g/ 7! �t .g/

which satisfies the following properties for all g;g1;g2 2Gs :

(1) �0.g/D g and �1.g/ lies in a compact subgroup of G conjugate to K .

(2) For all 0� t � 1, �t fixes pointwise the subgroups of G conjugate to K .

(3) For all 0� t � 1, if g1g2 D g2g1 then

�t .g1g2/D �t .g1/�t .g2/D �t .g2/�t .g1/:

(4) If G is defined over R then � is equivariant under complex conjugation.

5.2 Scaling the Kempf–Ness set

Let us now return to the setting of Theorem I where � is a finitely generated nilpotent
group and G is a complex reductive algebraic group. In Section 4.1, given a maximal
compact subgroup K �G , we chose a faithful representation G ,! SLnC for which
K D G \ SUn to endow Hom.�;G/ �

Lr
jD1 MnC with a K–invariant Frobenius

norm. This allowed us to define the Kempf–Ness set M of Hom.�;G/ as the set of
representations of minimal norm within their G–orbit. In fact, Theorem III showed
that

MD f� 2 Hom.�;G/ W �.�/ consists of normal matricesg:

The goal of this subsection is to use the scaling map � from Lemma 5.1 to prove the
following proposition:

Proposition 5.2 Keeping the notation as above, there is a K–equivariant strong defor-
mation retraction of the Kempf–Ness set M onto Hom.�;K /.

Before proving the proposition, we need to understand how the images of representations
in the Kempf–Ness set behave under scaling; this is the content of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3 Let N �SLnC be a nilpotent reductive algebraic group. If �t denotes the
scaling map from Lemma 5.1, then the map N 7! �t .N / is a group homomorphism.
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Proof Recall from Lemma 2.3 that a nilpotent reductive algebraic group N consists
of semisimple elements and has a unique maximal compact subgroup C . Moreover, it
admits a polar decomposition

N D C � exp.ic/' C � exp.ic/;

where c denotes the Lie algebra of C and exp.ic/�N ı is central in N by Lemma 2.3
again.

Let m1 D k1 � h1 and m2 D k2 � h2 denote the unique decomposition of elements
m1;m2 2N into products of elements k1; k2 2 C and h1; h2 2 exp.ic/. Notice that
since C is maximal compact it is fixed pointwise by �t . Then, since h1 and h2 are
central in N , we have

�t .m1m2/D �t .k1h1k2h2/D �t .k1k2h1h2/D �t .k1k2/�t .h1/�t .h2/

D k1k2�t .h1/�t .h2/D k1�t .h1/k2�t .h2/D �t .k1/�t .h1/�t .k2/�t .h2/

D �t .k1h1/�.k2h2/D �t .m1/�t .m2/:

Here, we repeatedly use parts .2/ and .3/ of Lemma 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.2 Let us denote by N the set of normal matrices in SLnC
and consider the restriction of �t to N . Observe that �0.N /DN while �1.N /D SUn

because a matrix is unitary if and only if it is normal and its eigenvalues all have
unit norm. Since the representations � in the Kempf–Ness set M of Hom.�;G/ are
precisely those for which N WDA.�.�//�N is a reductive nilpotent group, it follows
from Lemma 5.3 that �t ı� is also in M. Consequently, the map  WM� Œ0; 1�!M
where  .�; t/ WD �t ı � is a strong deformation retraction with  .�; 1/.�/ � K D

G \SUn .

6 The real and complex cases

The previous two sections contain a complete proof of Theorem I when G is a complex
reductive linear algebraic group. To recapitulate, once Hom.�;G/ has been endowed
with the appropriate structure, the retraction proceeds essentially in two steps:

Hom.�;G/
theorem

Neeman–Schwarz
����������! Kempf–Ness set

eigenvalues
scaling
�������! Hom.�;K /:

In this section, we use real Kempf–Ness theory to adapt these steps when G is replaced
by its group of real points G.R/.
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6.1 Real Kempf–Ness theory

To begin, we discuss the work of Richardson and Slodowy found in [27] where they
develop real analogues of the main results in Kempf–Ness theory.

Let V be a finite-dimensional complex vector space with real structure V .R/ and
let H be a positive-definite Hermitian form on V . In this case, we always have
H.x;y/DS.x;y/C iA.x;y/, where S (respectively A) is a symmetric (respectively
alternating) real-valued R–bilinear form on V . We say that the Hermitian form H is
compatible with the R–structure of V if A vanishes on V .R/�V .R/.

Example The Frobenius inner product on MnC is compatible with the R–structure
MnR.

Let us suppose now that the complex reductive algebraic group G �GL.V / is defined
over R and denote its group of real points by G.R/. Since G is reductive, it follows
from the work of Mostow [20] that, upon identifying V ŠCm and GL.V /Š GLm C ,
we can assume G to be stable under the involution �.g/ WD .g�/�1 . In this case, the
fixed points

K WDG�
D fg 2G W �.g/D gg

form a maximal compact subgroup of G and the real fixed points K.R/ D G.R/�

form a maximal compact subgroup of G.R/. One can show [27, Appendix 2] that the
vector space V may always be equipped with a K–invariant Hermitian inner product
that is compatible with the R–structure V .R/. We denote the associated K–invariant
norm on V by k � k.

The (complex) Kempf–Ness set M of V for the action of G can now be defined as in
Section 3.2 and the (real) Kempf–Ness set M.R/ of V .R/ for the action of G.R/ can
be defined by the analogous rule

(6-1) M.R/ WD fv 2 V .R/ W kg � vk � kvk for all g 2G.R/g:

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of [27, Lemma 8:1]:

Lemma 6.1 M.R/DM\V .R/

At this point we can state the two only results of Richardson and Slodowy that we shall
need. The first is an analogue of Corollary 3.1 [27, Theorem 7.7]:

Theorem 6.2 Keeping the notation as above, let X be a closed G.R/–stable subset of
V .R/. If MX .R/ WDM.R/\X , then there is a homeomorphism MX .R/=K.R/Š
X==top G.R/.
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Remark Here, X==top G.R/ denotes the topological Hilbert quotient (cf Section 3.1
and [27, Section 7.2]).

The second is an analogue of the Neeman–Schwarz theorem [27, Theorem 9.1]:

Theorem 6.3 Keeping the notation as above, there is a continuous K.R/–equivariant
strong deformation retraction 'W V .R/�Œ0; 1�!V .R/ of V .R/ onto M.R/. Moreover,
the deformation is along orbits of G.R/, that is, 't .v/ � G.R/ � v for 0 � t < 1 and
'1.v/ 2G.R/ � v .

Remark As in the complex case, if X is a closed G.R/–stable subset of V .R/, then
the restriction of ' to X � Œ0; 1� is a deformation retraction of X onto MX .R/ WD
M.R/\X .

6.2 Proofs of Theorem I and Theorem II

We are now ready to complete the proofs of our main theorems. We begin with the
proof of the real case of Theorem I:

Theorem I Let � be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let G be the group of
complex or real points of a reductive linear algebraic group defined over R. If K is
a maximal compact subgroup of G , then there is a K–equivariant strong deformation
retraction of Hom.�;G/ onto Hom.�;K /.

Proof of the real case Let G � SLnC be a complex reductive algebraic group
defined over R and denote its group of R–points by G.R/. In view of the conjugacy
theorem, Theorem 2.1, it is no loss of generality to assume that K D G \ SUn is a
maximal compact subgroup of G for which K.R/DK\G.R/ is the maximal compact
subgroup of G.R/ in the statement of Theorem I. We can then proceed essentially as in
Section 4.1. If � is generated by r elements, we embed Hom.�;G.R//�

Lr
jD1 MnR

and Theorem 6.3 provides us with a K.R/–equivariant strong deformation retraction
of Hom.�;G.R// onto its Kempf–Ness set M.R/. Here, Lemma 6.1 and Theorem III
imply that

M.R/D f� 2 Hom.�;G.R// W �.�/ consists of normal matricesg:

The proof is then completed by Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, which show that scaling
eigenvalues induces a K.R/–equivariant retraction of M.R/ onto Hom.�;K.R//.

Finally, we prove the analogous theorem for character varieties:
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Theorem II Let � be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let G be the group of
complex or real points of a reductive linear algebraic group, defined over R in the latter
case. If K �G is any maximal compact subgroup, then there is a strong deformation
retraction of the character variety Hom.�;G/==G onto Hom.�;K /=K .

Proof Let G � SLnC be a complex reductive linear algebraic group and equip
Hom.�;G/ � Gr with the Frobenius norm as in Section 4.1. If we let M de-
note its Kempf–Ness set, then Corollary 3.1 shows that there is a homeomorphism
Hom.�;G/==G ŠM=K . Proposition 5.2 then produces a K–equivariant strong defor-
mation retraction of M onto Hom.�;K /, which induces a strong deformation retrac-
tion of M=K onto Hom.�;K /=K . If G is defined over R, the argument above can
be carried out for its group of real points G.R/ by viewing Hom.�;G.R//==top G.R/
as a topological Hilbert quotient (cf Section 3.1 and Richardson–Slodowy [27, Section
7.2]) and invoking Theorem 6.2 instead of Corollary 3.1.

Appendix: Expanding nilpotent groups

In this appendix, we complete the comment made in the introduction on the necessity
of the assumption that G be reductive in Theorem I. The following content was shown
to us by Lior Silberman and Juan Souto. We refer the reader to Raghunathan [25,
Chapter 2] for generalities on nilpotent lattices in unipotent Lie groups.

Recall from the work of Mal 0cev that every finitely generated torsion free nilpotent
group admits a canonical completion to a unipotent Lie group, which is usually called
its Mal 0cev completion. More precisely, one has the following theorem:

Theorem A.1 (Mal 0cev) Let � be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group.
Then, there is a canonical unipotent Lie group U for which ��U is a lattice. Moreover,
if U 0 is any unipotent Lie group, then any homomorphism �! U 0 extends uniquely
to a homomorphism U ! U 0 .

Our goal is to show that one can choose � and U in a way that makes the conclusion
of Theorem I fail when we consider the space of representations Hom.�;U /. It turns
out that the key property of � �U in this setting is the “richness” of its automorphism
group as described in the following definition.

Definition A finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group � is said to be expanding
if the Lie algebra u of its Mal 0cev completion U admits a semisimple automorphism,
all of whose eigenvalues have norm larger than 1.
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Example Free nilpotent groups and Heisenberg groups are expanding.

The first non-expanding torsion free nilpotent group was implicitly produced by Dixmier
and Lister in [6]. Later, Dyer [7] constructed a unipotent group U with a unipotent
automorphism group Aut.U /. Our interest in Dyer’s counterexample stems from
the fact that, being unipotent, Aut.U / � Hom.U;U / is a closed subset. Since it is
also an open subset, we can conclude that Hom.U;U / is a disconnected topological
space. Moreover, since the Lie algebra of U has rational structure constants, there
is a (nilpotent) lattice � � U and the results of Mal 0cev mentioned above ensure
that Hom.�;U / D Hom.U;U /. However, since the maximal compact subgroup K

of a unipotent group U is always trivial, Hom.�;K / consists of a single point. In
particular, Hom.�;K / is not homotopy equivalent to Hom.�;U /.

On the other hand, when � is an expanding nilpotent group the situation is entirely
different. If we let U be the Mal 0cev completion of � and U 0 be any unipotent Lie
group, the representation space Hom.�;U 0/D Hom.U;U 0/ is contractible. Indeed,
since Aut.U / is an algebraic group, it has finitely many connected components. If �
is an expanding automorphism of � , it follows that � l 2 Aut.U /ı for some positive
integer l . We can now choose a one-parameter-subgroup of automorphisms of �
containing � l and reversing the associated flow induces the desired contraction. This
is the observation that allowed Silberman and Souto to prove Theorem I for expanding
nilpotent groups.
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